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Lemon’s Lines – an intermittent production of divergent and often totally haphazard and 

unrelated themes somewhat connected to the Old Geelong Football Club, with occasional 
historical snippets thrown in, compiled by Peter Lemon                  2019 Edition 19        23/8/19 

                        The sealer? Fourth quarter. Women’s Premier B Reserves. Sunday. Premiers. 
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In this Edition 
 

Last Sunday  

Last Saturday/Next Saturday 

Many Milestones – Cal Wood (200), Hugh 

McKay (100) and Jacob Jess (50th)  

Interview with Jimmy Cave  

The New Training Lights - yet another exclusive 

update. How many more can you take?  

More on the Aviation Front: Top Gun  

Four matches at Como this Saturday 

      - including Thirds First Semi Final 

Last Sunday – how the match played out in Hawaii (Brilliant) 

==================================================================================================== 
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Last Weekend (1) Sunday 

Old Geelong’s Women’s Premier B Reserves side came away from their match with a 

Premiership Cup, the first for our women’s sides and the 19th overall for all our teams over 

the years. 

In windy conditions, the girls controlled much of the game, with the diminutive Vicky Tan 

leading the way in setting up our first goal, and then kicking two herself in the second term 

and another in the final. Terrific to see a good number of supporters in attendance, although 

unfortunately their greatest supporter Nick “Boy, Did I Stuff Up” Edwards was not among 

them. See his later report on trying to follow the game from Hawaii. Hilarious. 

Old Geelong      1.0-6  3.1-19  3.4-22  4.5-29 defeated 

Old Xaverians      0.0-0  1.0-6  1.0-6  2.3-15 

Goals: V. Tan 3, A. Richards   Best: V. Tan, U. van Dyk, J. Andros, L. Simpson, E. Graham, H. Salter 

Left: Vicki with two 

medallions and her 

mum. 

On the right: our 

Captain Georgie Rule 
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Of terrible traffic and woeful weather 

Last Sunday saw women’s finals for a number of sections being played on three ovals at 

Mentone Grammar playing fields – with three matches on each oval at 9.20 am, 11.45 and 

2.15pm. The number of vehicles seeking parking within the precinct was massive, with 

extensive delays both outside and out, traffic police on duty, and other traffic control officials 

worked to bursting point. 

The explosion in women’s football in three short years in the VAFA (and elsewhere) has been 

nothing short of phenomenal. Indeed, there are now some VAFA clubs calling for the creation 

of a Thirds competition. 

With half an hour before the girls’ start scheduled for 11.45am, we did not seem to have many 

supporters, but the reason was that many were stuck outside in Springvale Road. By the end 

of the first quarter the numbers had jumped enormously, and it was great to see a really good 

level of support. 

 The weather forecast for the day was pretty awful, with the predicted gales eventuating, in 

our case blowing straight across the ground, but at least it started sunny and remained dry. 

(It was just after our game finished that the first of the rain arrived to become heavier and 

heavier as the afternoon progressed.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                Under darkening skies: coach Tilly Arthur third from right 
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Last Saturday 

The Men’s Firsts.  

A glorious day for football, not a drop of wind, and blue skies (although the grass could have 

been greener), but the result at Parkdale was less so. Losing Matt Corney early (thumb) did 

not help, but we were still in it for much of the game. Sadly, our inaccuracy in the third term 

(2-9) did not help the cause, and despite getting within a couple of points early in the last we 

were not able to go on with it.  

This Saturday sees us up against fifth-placed St. Bedes/Mentone Tigers who would almost 

certainly need to win to make the finals, whilst we will almost certainly need to win to have 

any chance of avoiding relegation. 

The Men’s Reserves went into this match two games behind our opponents (who are 

fourth), and finished one game (less percentage) behind them after a fairly comfortable but 

patchy win. With Parkdale playing undefeated Old Scotch (at Camberwell) this Saturday we 

could move into fourth place if we are able to defeat seventh-placed St. Bedes tomorrow. 

  

The Under 19s caused second-placed Hampton Rovers (at Hampton) a major surprise as 

we finished on top by five points. We understand that Hampton took a mark just as the siren 

sounded, but that the resultant shot after said noise fell well short. Again, having a full side 

helped enormously. The Unders play the top side in the early game at Como this Saturday in 

their last game for the year and it would be great for them to be able to put in a really 

competitive performance. After the match the Club will be putting on a lunch upstairs for 

those involved with the side this year as players or officials and a number of parents. 
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The Thirds finished their home-and-away 

season with a comfortable win over 

Mazenod to lead in to their first final this 

weekend.  

Considering the side lost their first three 

games and finished their sixteen-round 

season on 11 wins, four losses and a draw, a 

really good effort. 

After the game the coach shouted the team 

to a late afternoon game for the Melbourne 

Storm. We can but hope that the beverages featured were Carlton Zero. 

==================================================================================================== 

Some Snippets 

* A Parkdale player notched up his 300th game for his club in the Reserves last Saturday. At 

the post-match awards after the Firsts, the Parkdale president thanked the Old Geelong 

Reserves players for staying out on the ground while the Parkdale player was duly applauded 

and chaired from the field. 

* When you’re having a bad year, little seems to go right. Before the Firsts game against Old 

Scotch (R15), ruckman Cal Andrew did his back during the pre-match warm up and could not 

take his place in the team. Result was that Rupert de Crespigny had to be taken from our 

Reserves side with about two minutes to go of that match and put into the Ones. A faster way 

to rack up game totals, but we didn’t see much work being done in the ruck by De Crep. 

* And U19 player promoted to the Firsts some weeks ago Toby Lever has been laid low for 

the past couple of games with chicken pox. It is pleasing to see him selected to return to the 

field this Saturday. 

* The Women’s Premiership side last Sunday had a number of girls playing who have or have 

had brothers playing for the OGFC. 

Judy McKay      -       Hugh McKay 

Clare Horsfall   -       Will Horsfall 

Ruby Austin      -       Bailey Austin 

Libby Graham   -      John Graham, Harry Graham (to say nothing off assorted cousins and 

other relatives – Cathie, we are still waiting for that info.) 

Sass Le Lievre   -       Ollie Le Lievre 

Lauren Simpson  -  Nick Simpson, Ed Simpson 
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Many Milestones – Cal Wood (200), Hugh 

McKay (100) and Jacob Jess (50 games) 

This Saturday will see no less than three 

players reaching important milestones. 

Cal becomes only the twelfth player in the 

history of the Club to reach the 200 mark. 

A special and very funny edition of WebNotes 

relating to Cal’s career and put together 

mainly by Colby O’Brien was emailed out to 

the entire Club data-base early in the week, 

and if you didn’t see it, we strongly suggest 

you check it out. 

https://gallery.mailchimp.com/59999a25c95932ab958a28a14/files/14f61e34-efdf-4954-9f83-

f82eb9f23c2a/Cal_200.01.pdf 

Secondly, we have Hugh McKay, the Firsts Best & Fairest 

in the Premiership year 2016, who reaches his hundredth 

and thirdly Jacob Jess his 50th.  

We understand that Jon 

Anderson has done an 

interview with both of 

these blokes to 

accompany the Friday 

email. 

Congratulations all.  

 

 

https://gallery.mailchimp.com/59999a25c95932ab958a28a14/files/14f61e34-efdf-4954-9f83-f82eb9f23c2a/Cal_200.01.pdf
https://gallery.mailchimp.com/59999a25c95932ab958a28a14/files/14f61e34-efdf-4954-9f83-f82eb9f23c2a/Cal_200.01.pdf
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The New Training Lights   

The final calibration and alignment which we exclusively revealed as going to take place last 

Monday-week actually did not take place last Monday-week, but we then exclusively revealed 

they were going to take place last Monday. Unfortunately the heavy rain of last Sunday 

afternoon – which thankfully started after the girls had stopped at Mentone - put paid to that, 

but we can now exclusively reveal that work is going to place next Monday. (Weather 

permitting.) Make what you want of all that. 

Aviation Add-On 
 
Last week’s edition had a few paragraphs on people in the Club with an aviation involvement.  
 
We can now add another one. Our Firsts’ time-keeper of many years Trevor King (centre) 
owns a share in a Russian MIG-21 fighter plane which is currently located, admittedly in non-
operational condition, in Brisbane. 
                                                                                                                                     Photos supplied Trevor King 

 
Trevor advises, 
 
“Pete, it’s at Fighter World which is an aviation museum next to the RAAF base at 
Williamtown. It will never fly again, and yes, I did fly in it (it is a trainer and has two seats). It’s 
capable of about Mach 2.1 (or 2594 kilometres per hour), only marginally slower than the F-
111, which makes it the one of the fastest fighters ever – the accent is more on 
manoeuvrability these days.” 
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An “Interview” with Jimmy…   50th Game 
 

Jimmy Cave played his 50th game for the Club a couple of weeks 
ago but got little coverage at the time.  
 
The following is extracted from a number of questions put to him 
last week 
 

-  GREATEST MOMENT with the OGS:  Winning the 2016 Club 18 
Premiership with the following continuing OGS members: Zach 
Carroll, Ed Simpson, Nick Simpson, Robby Officer, Rhett 
Nicholas, Cam Sherwin, Joe Kemp, Ollie Graham, Jimmy Imhoff, 
Dwayne Jeffries and Jack Potter.  
 

-  Age:  One of the older stars of the club, MAY retire at the end of this season, but then again, 
he “might do a Colby”! 

 
-  Position: Plays the Middle Man, always at the bottom of the pile! 
 

-  Highlights, other than the Premiership: training at Como Park by “street lights” in the 
northern “black hole” section of the oval. (Considering he works for a lighting company, highly 
qualified to notice these things.) 
 

-  Recruited from Adelaide to the OGS in 2015… apparently! (we are not sure if that is Adelaide 
city or Adelaide Football Club) 
 
-  Injuries over five years with the OGS include: ankle, shoulder, hammy, nose, teeth. 
 
-  Works: for Specialised Lighting Solutions lighting and solar energy 
 
-  Loves to travel each year: just been to New Zealand, a Europe regular.  Loves to go to Test 
matches and enjoys a day at the races. 
 
================================================================================= 
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Straight to Hawaii 
 

Back in 2016, when our Firsts played off in the Division 1 
Grand Final, a mighty club stalwart and organiser Will Reed 
missed the game, and the Premiership, because he had 
disorganised his Buck’s Weekend for that date, down at 
Apollo Bay, some months previously.  
 

“Will’s input into the Club over the past three seasons (Best 
Clubman 2014) in relation to acting as Team Manager for 
various sides, organising match-day officials, running the 
boundary, general organisation absolutely par excellence, has 
been formidable, and has contributed greatly to the much-
improved running of the Club.”  
 
We then published his account of game, as it unravelled on the beaches and in the bars of the 
Surf Coast, in the subsequent Premiership Wrap (Part 2). 
 
Well, it’s sort of happened again. 
 

Since the VAFA Women’s comp and our 
Women’s teams started three years ago, Nick 
Edwards has done a fantastic job managing our 
side (2017) and sides (2018, 2019) and so much 
more. He has goal umpired, he has ensured that 
all the kit is there, he has liaised with coaches, 
he has looked after injured girls and liaised with 
parents and hospitals, he has waded through 
mud and battled the wind.  
 

Yet as a result of a miscalculation Nick was not at 
Keysborough on Sunday but luxuriating somewhere warm 
on a ship off some Hawaiian island. And hating it. Through 
the wonders of modern technology (only really old people 
like me use that expression) Nick has reported on events as 
follows: 
 

“Having only missed one game in three years (the twilight 
match against Collegians last year) I am totally embarrassed 
to say I miscalculated my dates for a post-season week in 
Hawaii. 
 
It was with complete horror that I realised that I would be spending the biggest days in the 
Club’s short history of Women’s Football surrounded by Trump supporters and NRA members.  
 
Caroline received the obligatory rant from her father on her way to the ground.  “You are not 
going out there to make friends; you have plenty already.”  
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However, it is fair to say, I felt sick.  
 
Game time at least was friendly to the Hawaiian time-zone: mid-afternoon and thanks to the 
dedicated work of The Pres (Wright, not Trump), assistant super coach Emme Richardson, and 
Caroline’s partner, I was receiving play-by-play updates.  
 
So, as the umpire bounced the ball somewhere out in West Gippsland, I began walking laps 
around the pool deck much to puzzlement of the Trump voters.  

 
Messages were coming through now.  
 
“ Slatts has brought her own footy”  
 
“ very windy, favouring no-one” 
 
“ Vicki Tan is possessed” 
 
“ Goal #52”  
 

More laps of the pool deck. NRA members are looking suspiciously at me. Must be Xavs 
supporters.  
 
Quarter-time time comes…. Phew, good. Six-point lead.  
 
I’m now yelling coaching moves to the people around the pool.  
 
Messages keep coming but I’m still feeling sick, but feedback is positive and I’m told my 
favourite player Clare Horsfall is doing another stellar job shutting down Xavs’ best player #4.  
 
Half time, 3.1 to 1.0 and dispatches are saying that they have already awarded Vicki Tan the 
Norm Smith.  
 

Messages are coming thick and fast that my 
beloved Oggettes are firing. I feel sick and the 
NRA members are getting twitchy. 
 
Premiership quarter and the pace of messaging 
has fallen. I worry.  
 
Slatts is getting a really tight tag as they try and 
shut down the Oggettes’ run. The Prez is a wise 
observer of football and notes the girls’ outside 

speed is turning the tide. 
 
“Our #58 and #66 miss shots”, comes through from Caroline’s partner.  
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The Prez signs off on three-quarter time with a 3-4 v 1-0 score-line.  
 
Now I feel really sick. My mind is racing back to last year’s corresponding GF. I’m yelling at my 
phone for Tilly and Emme to put Slatts behind the ball. The Trump supporters agree, “put 
Slatts behind the ball”.  
 
So with 20 mins to go the Prez is developing RSI banging out one-line messages.  
 
Clare is killing #4. Vicki Tan is a maniac.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Goal” says the message from the Prez. I feel sick.  
 
“Old Xavs goal” comes through almost immediately after. I feel sicker.  
 
The Prez starts a count-down clock. I’m yelling at my phone for Jake Ward to ring the bell.  
 
Finally, the message comes through with the best two words in football. “Win” and “Premiers”  
 
I’m now finally still. Still, but in tears of joy for my girls. The Trump supporters are still.  The 
NRA folks are calm.  All is good with the world.  
 
Over the next hour I took many calls. Caroline got 
her phone and did her very best “Roaming Brian” 
through the players and supporters which lead to 
more tears.   
 
Thanks to the Prez, Emme and Gemma I felt as if I 
was there. The same goes for the Trump supporters 
who rode the emotional wave with me.  
 
I just love my girls. As a post-script, The Prez sent me the tape of the game which I have now 
watched twice.” 
 
=========================================================================== 
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The game can be watched on: 
 
 https://www.vafa.com.au/vafa-tv/grand-final-premb-w-reserve-old-geelong-vs-old-xaverians/ 
 

(For anyone ever contemplating sailing in a small yacht across the Drake Passage from the 
bottom of South America to the Antarctic Peninsula, the noise from the gale on the 
unprotected microphone at Keysborough would give a fair impression of what you might hear 
on the Southern Ocean.) 
 

 

Weekly Features: 
 

1) From the Archives, 1970 
 

“Cam McMillan (front middle) became the first ever player to reach 200 games for the Club: 
he did so in front of what was claimed to have been the biggest crowd ever down at Como 
(none of whom admittedly can be seen in the photo below) against St. Kevin’s on a Past 
Players and Supporters Day, probably the first one ever held by the Club.”  

          Photo Peter Ward   

 
2) My Non-OGFC Shot of the Week  - Namibia 2003 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There were many other items which could have considered for these notes but I have already invested an 
obscene amount of time in their preparation. Maybe next week.                                lemmododo@gmail.com 

https://www.vafa.com.au/vafa-tv/grand-final-premb-w-reserve-old-geelong-vs-old-xaverians/

